CROSSWORD SCAVENGER HUNT

After solving, upload a photo of the completed puzzle at jennilwalsh.com/crossword to be
entered into a gift card drawing. Ends 2/2/22.

ACROSS 1. Adolf Hitler 's birth month
4. Burned during Kristallnacht 5. Device
Brigitte’s papa uses to gather info 7. Plant
that creeps 8. “When he says ___ , he means
war” 10. Brigitte watches the sky for
England’s ___ 11. They get to safety through a
___ door 14. Sophie’s papa was arrested for a
___ remark about Hitler 15. The assembly
turned into this 16. Number of leaflets titled
Leaflets of the White Rose 17. Marianne
catches Brigitte in this 18. Graffiti on
university’s entrance 23. Tree that dates back
to the Jurassic period 24. Not allowed to be
flushed 25. An officer is stationed outside
their ___ 26. Sophie’s trial won’t be ___
27. She realizes that someone is coming
29. Use of a duplicator 30. “I feel a million
kilometers away, not a plane in the ___ to drop
their bombs on us."
DOWN 1. Adolf Hitler’s master race 2. Royal
Air Force abbreviation 3. Side of Angelika’s
body that’s weaker from polio virus
5. A tumultuous disturbance of the peace
6. A type of factory targeted 7. Synonym for
leaflet 9. Angelika’s new friend 10. Papa’s
fearful emotion 12. Shelters help keep people
___ during bombings 13. Brigitte keeps these
from Marianne 15. These are supposed to be
fun, not dangerous 18. Brigitte doubts
Marianne's friendship; antonym for friend
19. Papa says they need to get ___ of Germany
20. Number of stamps Brigitte finds
21. Brigitte’s anxious-like emotion
22. The Gestapo man’s voice is just as ___ as
he looks 28. “I wish I could do something now
to ___ my papa.” 31. Papa awaits his ___

Note: Number clues correspond with chapter
numbers
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